Perovskite solid solutions with multiferroic morphotropic phase boundaries and property enhancement
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Recently, large phase-change magnetoelectric response has been anticipated by a first-principles investigation of phases in the BiFeO3–BiCoO3 perovskite binary system, associated with the existence of a discontinuous morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) between multiferroic polymorphs of rhombohedral and tetragonal symmetries. This might be a general property of multiferroic phase instabilities, and a novel promising approach for room temperature magnetoelectricity. We review here our current investigations on the identification and study of additional material systems, alternative to BiFeO3–BiCoO3 that has only been obtained by high pressure synthesis. Three systems, whose phase diagrams were, in principle, liable to show multiferroic MPBs have been addressed: the BiMnO3–PbTiO3 and BiFeO3–PbTiO3 binary systems, and the BiFeO3–BiMnO3–PbTiO3 ternary one. A comprehensive study of multiferroism across different solid solutions was carried out based on electrical and magnetic characterizations, complemented with mechanical and electromechanical measurements. An in-depth structural analysis was also accomplished when necessary.
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1. Introduction

The search of single-phase multiferroics with large room temperature (RT) magnetoelectric response has concentrated and increasing activity during the last 10 years,1–3 for they are an enabling material technology for a wide range of potentially disruptive related technologies that would make use of the ability of controlling electrical polarization with the magnetic field, and magnetization with an electric one. Among the different applications proposed, electrically tunable magnetic microwave components and spintronic devices, high sensitivity magnetic sensors with RT operation, and above all, the-long time chased electrical-writing magnetic-reading random access memory stand out.4–6

Although the first multiferroic compounds were described as early as in 1966,7 these materials became highly topical at the dawn of the 21st century after a number of reports of large magnetoelectric effects, basically changes of permittivity and reorientation of polarization, even direction reversal, under successive magnetic transitions involving spin reorientation. Large magnetoelectric effects were phase-change responses associated with the shift of the antiferromagnetic state instability with the magnetic field.8–10 Following works concentrated on finding systems that showed similar phenomenology but higher magnetic ordering temperatures, among which CuO at 230 K,11 and Sr3Co4Fe24O41 at 670 K deserved being highlighted.12 However, a comparable electrical control of magnetization has not been achieved. Therefore, and though research goes on covering an ever wide range of manganites, ferrites, chromites and cobaltites,13 alternative material concepts need to be (and are being) investigated.

A second set of materials under extensive research are ABO3 perovskites in which multiferroism is chemically...
engineered by placing ferroelectrically and magnetically active cations in the A- and B-site, respectively. Pb\(^{2+}\) or Bi\(^{3+}\) with stereochemically active 6s\(^2\) electron lone pairs are usually selected for the A-site, while magnetically active Mn\(^{3+}\), Fe\(^{3+}\), Co\(^{3+}\), Ni\(^{3+}\) and Cr\(^{3+}\) are located at the B-site, like for the ferroelectric antiferromagnets Pb(Fe\(_{1/2}\)Nb\(_{1/2}\))O\(_3\) and BiFeO\(_3\).\(^{14}\) This A-site-based ferroelectricity would result from a different mechanism to that responsible of the ferroic order in model ferroelectric compounds like BaTiO\(_3\) and PbTiO\(_3\), for which the hybridization between the Ti 3d and O 2p electronic states and thus, covalency plays a major role.\(^{15}\) Recall that an intrinsic contradiction has been pointed out to exist between B-site-based ferroelectricity, which involves a transition metal in a d\(^{5}\) configuration, and magnetism that requires the same metals with partially filled (with an odd number of electrons) d levels.\(^{16}\)

Indeed, BiFeO\(_3\) stands out as the most topical multiferroic at present, not only for it is one of the rare compounds that show independent but coupled electrical and magnetic orders at RT,\(^{7,12,16}\) but for its magnetic and ferroelectric domain configurations are related, which enables the reorientation of the antiferromagnetic domains following the electrical switching of the ferroelectric/ferroelastic ones.\(^{19,20}\) A large effort is being put in order to tailor down its high RT conductivity, while enhancing its weak ferromagnetism.\(^{31}\) Besides, this material is a basic component of multiferroic film epitaxial heterostructures under extensive investigation for magnetoelectricity.\(^{22}\)

Recently, partially reversible ferroelectric domain reorientations under magnetic fields have been described for (1\(−x\))Pb(Zr\(_{0.52}\)Ti\(_{0.48}\))O\(_3\)\(−x\)Pb(Fe\(_{1/2}\)Ta\(_{1/2}\))O\(_3\) with \(x = 0.4\) at RT.\(^{23}\) This is an example out of a number of perovskite solid solutions between ferroelectric phases and relaxor compounds containing magnetically active cations which show weak ferromagnetism in coexistence with a range of polar states, and different magnetoelectric coupling phenomena.\(^{34}\) Spin clustering is thought to be responsible for the ferromagnetic component, while elastic interactions between the magnetic nanoregions and the ferroelectric matrix would cause the magnetoelectric effects.

Also involving perovskite solid solutions, strong phase-change magnetoelectric response has been anticipated by a first-principles investigation of phases in the BiFeO\(_3\)–BiCoO\(_3\) binary system, associated with the existence of a discontinuous morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) between multiferroic polymorphs of rhombohedral and tetragonal symmetries.\(^{25}\) Mechanism would be the discrete rotation of the magnetization easy axis following that of the spontaneous polarization, during the electric field induced transformation from one ferroelectric (multiferroic) polymorphic phase to the other.

Furthermore, a recent experimental study reported the existence of a monoclinic \(Cm\) phase between the rhombohedral and tetragonal polymorphs in the BiFeO\(_3\)–BiCoO\(_3\) system, and polarization rotation within this phase with temperature and composition.\(^{26}\) The phase diagram would be then analogous to that described for high sensitivity piezoelectric Pb(Zr,Ti)O\(_3\), which shows lattice transverse softening and very high polarizability and piezoelectric response by the mechanism of continuous polarization rotation.\(^{27,28}\) The finding of the same intermediate monoclinic phase in the multiferroic system raises the possibility of also obtaining an enhanced magnetoelectric response by the same mechanism.

Indeed, these distinctive magnetoelectric effects might be a general property of multiferroic MPBs; this understood as a boundary in the phase diagram separating two perovskite polymorphic phases both multiferroic, but with different symmetry and thus, spontaneous polarization (and coupled magnetization easy axis) along different crystal directions, and a novel promising approach for obtaining RT magnetoelectricity. However, the in-depth exploration of this approach requires the identification and study of additional material systems. A serious issue when addressing this task is the low thermodynamical stability of most of the suitable candidates, anticipated by their low perovskite tolerance factor. BiFeO\(_3\)–BiCoO\(_3\), for instance, has only been obtained by high pressure synthesis. We review in this paper our current investigations on the identification of such material systems, in which mechanosynthesis in high energy planetary mills is playing a major role as an alternative to high pressure synthesis for obtaining these oxides.\(^{29}\)

2. The BiMnO\(_3\)–PbTiO\(_3\) Binary System

BiMnO\(_3\) is one of the rare ferromagnetic insulators with an ordering temperature of 100 K\(^{30}\) which has also been claimed to be ferroelectric. Ferroelectricity was initially proposed after structural studies that showed this oxide to have a heavily distorted perovskite structure with monoclinic symmetry and C2 space group,\(^{31}\) and the independent reports of ferroelectric hysteresis loops\(^{32}\) and second harmonic generation.\(^{33}\) Contemporary first-principles calculations indicated the off-center distortions to be driven by the stereochemically active Bi\(^{3+}\) lone pair.\(^{34}\) Indeed BiMnO\(_3\) was considered until recently as a prototype of multiferroics, in which independent electric and magnetic ferroic orders are obtained by placing ferroelectrically and magnetically active cations at the A-site and B-site of the ABO\(_3\) perovskite. Therefore, it seemed a suitable perovskite edge member to be combined with the PbTiO\(_3\) tetragonal perovskite, in order to obtain a multiferroic MPB.

There was a single previous report of the \(x\)BiMnO\(_3\)\(−(1−x)\)PbTiO\(_3\) perovskite solid solutions series when we started working on the system.\(^{35}\) These authors succeeded in obtaining perovskite single phases up to an \(x\) value of 0.7 by conventional solid-state synthesis, and described a tetragonal \(P4 mm\) phase for \(x\) below 0.4, and a pseudocubic phase for \(x\) values above this threshold. No phase coexistence was found for any composition that might indicate the existence of a
MPB, so the structural evolution was proposed to be associated with the disruption of the long range ferroelectric order with increasing $x$, and the appearance of a relaxor state.\textsuperscript{36}

However, our own investigations clearly showed the existence of a compositional range between $x = 0.36$ and 0.44, where coexistence of two perovskite polymorphic phases was found, which suggested the targeted MPB to exist. Consistent results were obtained on two independent sets of powdered samples synthesized by a nonconventional wet chemistry approach\textsuperscript{37} and by mechanosynthesis,\textsuperscript{38} respectively. High chemical homogeneity is provided by these alternative approaches, which is thought to have been the key to uncovering the MPB. In summary, two perovskite polymorphic phases are present in the system: (1) a tetragonal $P4mm$ phase for $0 \leq x < 0.36$, and (2) an apparently cubic, yet we will see later that this is not the case, phase for $x > 0.44$, while a region where these tetragonal and pseudocubic phases coexist is found for intermediate compositions, namely $0.36 \leq x \leq 0.44$. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the two sets of powders are provided.

Note the presence of traces of second phases for $x > 0.74$ in the case of the powders synthesized by wet chemistry. This method involved a final thermal treatment at 1273 K in the case of materials with $x$ up to 0.6, which was decreased down to 1223 K above this value and up to 0.8. No perovskite phases were obtained above this composition. Indeed, the magnetic characterization clearly showed the presence of a magnetic impurity for $x$ values as low as $x = 0.2$.

Traces of the same second phase were found for the material with $x = 0.8$ obtained by mechanosynthesis. Nanocrystalline powders result from the mechanochemical activation and thus, a thermal treatment at 1223 K was required to increase crystallinity for the structural characterization. The second phase appears after this thermal treatment, for its magnetic signature was not found in the nanocrystalline powders that were perovskite single phase according to both XRD and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) in transmission electron microscopy (TEM). It is remarkable that the technique allowed perovskite phases to be obtained all across the binary system beyond 0.8, including BiMnO$_3$ ($x = 1$), which had only been obtained before by high pressure synthesis. However, these nanocrystalline perovskite phases were unstable under heating, and thermal decomposition was triggered at a temperature that decreased when $x$ increased, such as it was 1173 K for $x = 0.5$,\textsuperscript{36} and 673 K for $x = 1$.\textsuperscript{39}

Perovskite structure evolution across the system. Perovskite lattice parameters were obtained as a function of composition for the two polymorphs, and are shown in Fig. 2. Consistent trends were found in the two sets of powders, so as the tetragonal distortion, $c/a$, maintained a constant value around 1.07 up to $x = 0.2$, above which it started decreasing on approaching the phase coexistence region down to $\sim 1.03$ for $x = 0.44$. Slightly smaller $c$ parameters and thus, tetragonal distortions were obtained in the case of the mechanosynthesized powders. Perovskite cell volume is also shown in the figure for the two polymorphs. Note the small volume difference between the tetragonal and pseudocubic phases within the coexistence region, which seems to suggest a discontinuous MPB. This difference is noticeable in the case of the materials synthesized by wet chemistry, but not for those obtained by mechanosynthesis. Like the differences in $c/a$, this is most probably related to the remnant microcrystalline strain; that is, a high level of perovskite disorder characteristic of the mechanosynthesis, which is not fully removed during subsequent thermal treatments, and that is thought to play a major role in the stabilization of the low tolerance factor perovskites.\textsuperscript{29,40}

The actual symmetry of the pseudocubic phase was studied on highly crystalline samples of $x = 0.5$ and 0.6 by
precession electron diffraction, and found to be orthorhombic $Pnma$. Details of the space group determination can be found elsewhere.\textsuperscript{38} This is the same crystal structure of the high temperature phase of BiMnO$_3$, which transforms into the monoclinic one at 770 K.\textsuperscript{41,42} The monoclinic to orthorhombic transformation can be also induced by high pressures, like those described in the Pb(Zr,Ti)O$_3$ high temperature phase of BiMnO$_3$, which transforms into the monoclinic one at 770 K.\textsuperscript{41,42} The monoclinic to orthorhombic transformation is an expected increase of magnetization with decreasing $x$ along the system readily transforms it into a canted antiferromagnetic with a Néel temperature that decreases with $x$, from 22 K at $x = 0.9$ to 7 K for $x = 0.3$. A weak paramagnetic state has been described below this temperature.

Details of the magnetic characterization and all results can be found somewhere else.\textsuperscript{37,38} We will focus here on analyzing possible differences between the magnetism of the two polymorphs within the coexistence region. Magnetization after zero field cooling (ZFC), measured during heating and subsequent field cooling (FC) between 2 and 120 K are shown in Fig. 3 for the powders obtained by mechanosynthesis. Curves for $x = 0.3$ (tetragonal at RT), $x = 0.4$ (phase coexistence) and $x = 0.5$ (orthorhombic) are provided. No qualitative changes are found across the structural evolution, and all materials show a distinctive upturn of magnetization below 50 K, along with well-defined maxima in the ZFC curve that indicate the Néel temperature, and a significant irreversibility or separation of the ZFC and FC curves, associated with the occurrence of spin canting and of weak ferromagnetism within the antiferromagnetic state.\textsuperscript{38} Actual changes are an expected increase of magnetization with $x$,\textsuperscript{45} Multiferroic BiFeO$_3$ also presents a high temperature orthorhombic $Pnma$ phase that transforms into the rhombohedral $R3c$ phase at $\sim 1100$ K.\textsuperscript{18} Note that $Pnma$ is a centrosymmetrical group and thus, ferroelectricity is not allowed. Indeed the $Pnma$ to $C2$ transition at 770 K has been proposed to be the ferroelectric transition of BiMnO$_3$, likewise the $Pnma$ to $R3c$ transition of BiFeO$_3$. It seems contradictory, however, that the substitutions of ferroelectrically active Pb$^{2+}$ and Ti$^{4+}$ for Bi$^{3+}$ and Mn$^{3+}$ result in the transformation of a polar phase into a nonpolar one. We will come back to this point in Sec. 3.

**Magnetism across the system.** Though BiMnO$_3$ is distinctively ferromagnetic, the increasing Mn$^{3+}$ dilution with decreasing $x$ along the system readily transforms it into a canted antiferromagnetic with a Néel temperature that decreases with $x$, from 22 K at $x = 0.9$ to 7 K for $x = 0.3$. A weak paramagnetic state has been described below this temperature.

Details of the magnetic characterization and all results can be found somewhere else.\textsuperscript{37,38} We will focus here on analyzing possible differences between the magnetism of the two polymorphs within the coexistence region. Magnetization after zero field cooling (ZFC), measured during heating and subsequent field cooling (FC) between 2 and 120 K are shown in Fig. 3 for the powders obtained by mechanosynthesis. Curves for $x = 0.3$ (tetragonal at RT), $x = 0.4$ (phase coexistence) and $x = 0.5$ (orthorhombic) are provided. No qualitative changes are found across the structural evolution, and all materials show a distinctive upturn of magnetization below 50 K, along with well-defined maxima in the ZFC curve that indicate the Néel temperature, and a significant irreversibility or separation of the ZFC and FC curves, associated with the occurrence of spin canting and of weak ferromagnetism within the antiferromagnetic state.\textsuperscript{38} Actual changes are an expected increase of magnetization with $x$,
i.e., with the concentration of Mn\(^{3+}\) cations, and shift of the Néel temperature. Consistent results were attained for the powders synthesized by wet chemistry.\(^{37}\)

The shift of the Néel temperature with \(x\) is illustrated in the inset of the figure for the two types of powder. No distinctive change of the slope of the \(T_N\) versus \(x\) curve is found across the phase coexistence, in spite of the described structural evolution. Recall that a small volume difference existed between the coexisting polymorphs, and so the Mn\(^{3+}\)–O\(^2–\)–Mn\(^{3+}\) superexchange interactions must be slightly modified.

Finally, note the presence of a magnetization step at \(\sim 44\) K for all samples, associated with the previously discussed magnetic impurity.

**Ferroelectricity across the system.** The vanishing of ferroelectricity, anticipated by the perovskite structural evolution from a tetragonal \(P4\) \(mm\) phase to an orthorombic \(Pnma\) one, was independently confirmed by following the ferroelectric transition from PbTiO\(_3\) with increasing \(x\). This was done by measuring the temperature dependence of a number of physical quantities, such as enthalpy changes, dielectric permittivity and Young’s modulus that show distinctive signals and critical behavior at the transition.

The ferroelectric transition was initially followed by differential thermal analysis in the powdered samples synthesized by wet chemistry.\(^{37}\) The transition for PbTiO\(_3\) takes place at \(\sim 765\) K and is first order, so it has associated a distinctive reversible thermal signal readily identified in DTA. Analogous endothermic reversible effects that could be directly related to the transition were found for low \(x\) values and up to \(x = 0.25\), so as the transition temperature, \(T_C\), seemed to maintain a constant value around 770 and 760 K on heating and cooling, respectively, up to \(x = 0.2\), above which it started decreasing. However, the thermal signals were not observed above \(x = 0.25\), in spite of the tetragonal phase persisting up to \(x = 0.44\).\(^{37}\) This indicates the presence of a tricritical point in the binary system; that is a composition at which the ferroelectric transition changes from first order to second order. This \(x\) value seems to be between 0.25 and 0.30 for \(xBiMnO_3-(1-x)PbTiO_3\), and it is the composition at which the perovskite tolerance factor that continuously decreases with \(x\) across the solid solution series takes a value of 1. Analogous tricritical points have been described for a number of perovskite systems, such as Bi(Mg\(_{1/2}\)W\(_{1/2}\))O\(_3\).\(^{46}\) Note also that this specific composition is that above which the tetragonal distortion starts a fast decrease towards the region of phase coexistence.

The ferroelectric transition was also followed by measuring the temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity, after the processing of ceramics. In the case of materials processed by conventional sintering of the powders synthesized by wet chemistry, consistent transition temperatures were obtained up to \(x = 0.25\). However, conductivity was an issue above this value, and the dielectric anomaly associated with the transition vanished for higher values, basically buried in a strong high temperature dielectric relaxation and the conduction background (see inset of Fig. 4). Conductivity in this system is thought to be associated with the presence of an oxygen hyperstoichiometry, or rather of Mn vacancies and thus, Mn\(^{4+}\), by a mechanism of electron hopping between Mn\(^{3+}\) and Mn\(^{4+}\).\(^{47}\) Conduction tailoring has been demonstrated by modifying synthesis and processing, and so microstructure, so as ceramics with \(x = 0.3\) processed by hot pressing of powders obtained by mechanosynthesis did show the dielectric anomaly at 678 K,\(^{47}\) as illustrated in Fig. 4.

Beyond \(x = 0.3\), the ferroelectric transition could only be followed by measuring the temperature dependence of the low frequency Young’s modulus by dynamical mechanical analysis. This is a powerful means of studying phase transitions that has been widely applied to ferroelectrics complementing electrical measurements, especially useful when conduction becomes an issue like for BiMnO\(_3\)–PbTiO\(_3\).\(^{37,47}\) The technique has also been key to provide a description of the development of ferroelectric long range order in relaxor systems,\(^{38,49}\) and is also sensitive to the dynamics of the ferroelectric/ferroelastic domain walls.\(^{50}\)

The temperature dependences of the dielectric permittivity and the Young’s modulus across the ferroelectric transition of the ceramic material with \(x = 0.3\), processed by hot pressing of mechanosynthesized powders, are given in Fig. 5. Note the presence of a distinctive minimum in Young’s modulus at the ferroelectric transition, readily identified by the characteristic dielectric anomaly. This is accompanied by a maximum in mechanical losses (not shown) that reflects the appearance of highly mobile ferroelectric/ferroelastic domains at the
transition; 90° domains in the case of the tetragonal $P4_{mm}$ phase.

The Young's modulus for ceramic materials with $x$ values up to 0.5, processed from powders obtained by both wet chemistry and mechanosynthesis, are also given in the figure. The minima associated with the ferroelectric transition are easily identified in the curves of all materials with $x = 0.3$ and 0.4, so as the transition temperature further decreased down to 485 K in the latter case. However, an elastic anomaly that could be unambiguously associated with the transition was not observed for $x = 0.5$.

Note also the presence of a low temperature mechanical effect consisting of a sharp increase of the Young's modulus for all materials, at a temperature that increases with $x$. This hardening has been also observed in rhombohedral BiScO$_3$–PbTiO$_3$, and related to a low temperature phase transition.\[\text{LT tran}\]

Its actual nature is not known, but it has clearly associated the disappearance, or at least freezing of the ferroelectric/ferroelastic domains.

All critical temperatures, whatever technique has been used to determine them, for the materials prepared by wet chemistry or mechanosynthesis are collected in Fig. 6, where the transition temperatures of the ceramic samples with $x = 0.2$ and 0.3, prepared by conventional means in Ref. 35 are included for completeness. A distinctive trend is obtained for the ferroelectric transition: initially, it maintains a constant value around 765 K up to $x = 0.2$, composition at which the ferroelectric transition changes from first order to second order. Above this value, the transition temperature readily decreases down to a value of 485 K for $x = 0.4$. Note that slightly higher $T_c$ s are obtained for the mechanosynthesized samples, yet this does not modify the trend. At the same time, the low temperature hardening takes place at an increasing temperature, so as it occurs at 330 K for $x = 0.5$. This is above RT, at which an orthorhombic $Pnma$ has been described. Therefore, one can conclude that the low temperature transition is a $P4_{mm}$ to $Pnma$ transition, which involves the vanishing of ferroelectricity (and so of the improper ferroelasticity) and that it is shifted up with composition. Note that the $Pnma$ phase appears at a temperature above the extrapolation of the $T_c$ curve for $x = 0.5$. Therefore, a direct cubic $Pm3m$ to orthorhombic $Pnma$ can be assumed in this case.

Fig. 5. (a) Temperature dependences of the relative permittivity and low frequency Young's modulus of one $xBiMnO_3$–$(1-x)$PbTiO$_3$ ceramic with $x = 0.3$, processed by hot pressing of the nanocrystalline powder obtained by mechanosynthesis, across its ferroelectric transition, and (b) Temperature dependence of the Young's modulus of five $xBiMnO_3$–$(1-x)$PbTiO$_3$ ceramics with $x = 0.3$, 0.4 and 0.5, processed by conventional sintering of powders obtained by wet chemistry: WC (from Ref. 37), and of two materials with $x = 0.3$ and $x = 0.4$, these ones processed by hot pressing of the nanocrystalline powder obtained by mechanosynthesis: MS (from Ref. 47 and unpublished, respectively).

Fig. 6. Experimentally determined ferroelectric transition temperatures ($T_c^h$ determined on heating, $T_c^c$ on cooling and $T_c$ no thermal hysteresis), and temperatures of the second polymorphic transition (LT tran) across the $xBiMnO_3$–$(1-x)$PbTiO$_3$ solid solution series for the samples obtained by conventional means: SS (from Ref. 35), wet chemistry: WC (from Ref. 37), and mechanosynthesis: MS (from Ref. 38).
Indeed, this transition has been reported for BiFeO$_3$ at high temperature. Recent high temperature XRD measurements have revealed that the coexisting polymorphs in powders with $x = 0.4$ undergo independent structural transitions to a cubic phase on heating. This demonstrates the actual existence of a MPB in the system, though between a ferroelectric and a nonferroelectric phase, and bent at low temperatures towards PbTiO$_3$.

Analysis of multiferroism. Summing up, antiferromagnetic order exists in the system for $x$ values as low as 0.3 that is also ferroelectric, but with an ordering temperature of 7 K. This is well below the temperature at which the $P4/m$ to $Pnma$ transition takes place, and ferroelectricity is lost. Therefore, and though ferroelectric and antiferromagnetic orders develop for $x = 0.3$ and 0.4, ferroelectricity vanishes before the magnetic one sets in, so they do not coexist at any temperature. Multiferroism then does not exist in the system.

Actually, note that magnetic ordering always takes place in orthorhombic phases, which explains the lack of discontinuities in the $T_N$ versus $x$ curve shown in Fig. 3. Recall that even if $x = 0.3$ is tetragonal at RT, it transforms into the orthorhombic phase at 167 K.

3. Revisiting BiMnO$_3$

The vanishing of ferroelectricity in the $xBiMnO_3-(1-x)$ PbTiO$_3$ system for $x \geq 0.5$, which is when the orthorhombic $Pnma$ phase develops, questions the actual ferroelectric nature of BiMnO$_3$. Indeed, density functional calculations have shown that the ground state of this perovskite oxide is monoclinic $C2/c$, and thus centrosymmetric. $^{52}$ BiMnO$_3$ would be then isomorphic to BiScO$_3$, and a comparative Rietveld study of neutron diffraction data seemed to suggest this to be the case. $^{53}$ Subsequent additional neutron diffraction experiments confirmed this space group determination, $^{44}$ but an independent report using SAED indicated the presence of long-ranged monoclinic $C2$ order, in coexistence with short ranged $P2$ or $P2_1$ distortions, and thus, of a polar state. $^{54}$ The length of the short range order seems to increase with the oxygen hyperstoichiometry, $^{39}$ but a $P2_1/c$ space group has been determined for BiMnO$_3$. $^{44}$

Further insight into this issue can only be gained by a sound electrical characterization, which requires the processing of high quality ceramics. This is challenging for BiMnO$_3$ that thermally decomposes into a mixture of Bi$_2$Mn$_2$O$_{10}$, Bi$_2$Mn$_3$O$_{10}$, and MnO$_2$ above 673 K. Note that Bi$_2$Mn$_3$O$_{10}$ is ferromagnetic with a $T_C$ of 42 K, and most probably the magnetic impurity in Fig. 3.

We figured out the processing of dense (92% densification) ceramics of BiMnO$_3$ by using spark plasma sintering and the nanocrystalline powders obtained by mechanoanalysis. $^{39}$ Oxygen hyperstoichiometry was controlled by XPS and magnetic measurements, by comparing the Néel temperature of 80 K to previous reports on the evolution of the magnetism with stoichiometry. $^{44}$ A composition of BiMnO$_{3.04}$ was estimated, so monoclinic $C2/c$ phase can be assumed. $^{39}$

A full electrical characterization was carried out. $^{30}$ The temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity is shown in Fig. 7. Samples thermally decomposed when heated above 673 K, so the temperature of the monoclinic to orthorhombic transition at 770 K could not be reached. Results basically show up to three successive dielectric relaxations on heating from 77 K, but no reversible nondispersive anomaly that could be associated with a phase transition. Note the relaxation peaks in the 375–475 K range that had been previously confused with the ferroelectric transition, for BiMnO$_3$ shows a first structural phase transition between two

\[
\varepsilon' (\omega) = \frac{\varepsilon_{\infty} - \varepsilon_0}{1 + (i\omega\tau)^{-1}} + \varepsilon_0
\]

where $\varepsilon_0$ is the static dielectric constant, $\varepsilon_{\infty}$ is the high frequency dielectric constant, $\tau$ is the relaxation time, and $i$ is the imaginary unit.

Fig. 7. Temperature dependences of the dielectric (a) permittivity, and (b) losses at several frequencies of a dense ceramic of BiMnO$_{3.04}$, processed by spark plasma sintering of nanocrystalline powder obtained by mechanoanalysis. High field response at 77 K typical of a lossy dielectric is shown in the inset. Adapted from Ref. 39 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
monoclinic C2/c phases at around 475 K. However, this is not the case.

Absence of ferroelectricity was also confirmed by measuring ferroelectric hysteresis loops at 77 K, below the onset of conductivity. The typical behavior of lossy dielectrics with no hint of ferroelectricity was found. This is in agreement with an independent study of the lattice dynamics on samples obtained by high pressure that also showed no ferroelectricity.55

4. The BiFeO3–PbTiO3 Binary System

BiFeO3 is unambiguously multiferroic, and unlike BiMnO3, an actual example of perovskite oxides, in which independent electric and magnetic ferroic orders are obtained by placing ferroelectrically and magnetically active cations at the A-site and B-site of the ABO3 structure, respectively.18 This compound is a proper ferroelectric with a transition temperature of ~1100 K18,56, a rhombohedral structure with space group R3c,57 and a RT spontaneous polarization close to 100 μC cm−2.58 Besides, the oxide is a G-type antiferromagnet with an ordering temperature of 643 K.59 Crystal magnetoelectric coupling exists, and results in spin canting but also in a long range incommensurate cycloid superstructure.60,20 Weak ferromagnetism is obtained when the latter spin cycloid is destroyed by doping (Ms = 1.2 emu g−1 for Bi82Ba0.3FeO3 ceramic materials).21 Therefore, it seemed an especially suitable second perovskite edge member to be combined with the PbTiO3 tetragonal perovskite, in order to obtain the targeted multiferroic MPB, not found in BiMnO3–PbTiO3.

Indeed the xBiFeO3–(1−x)PbTiO3 perovskite solid solutions series concentrates an increasing attention, and coexistence of rhombohedral R3c and tetragonal P4 mm polymorphic phases has been described in a compositional range that varies from 0.6 ≤ x ≤ 0.8 to 0.69 < x < 0.73 for powders obtained by conventional solid-state synthesis.61–64 These coexisting polymorphs would be then isostructural with the edge ferroelectric oxides, which strongly suggests a ferroelectric MPB to exist. Our own results on chemically homogenous powders obtained by mechanosynthesis are shown in Fig. 8.65 A region of phase coexistence was found for 0.625 ≤ x ≤ 0.75, slightly wider than that reported in Ref. 64. The reason of this discrepancy cannot be chemical homogeneity that is very high in the mechanosynthesized samples, but differences of particle size or even the temperature and/or cooling profile used in the synthesis or crystallization treatments, for these parameters have been shown to strongly affect the phase distribution in the coexistence region.65

Note the absence of traces of second phases for all x values, not only in the nanocrystalline powders that result from the mechanochemical activation, but also after the thermal treatments carried out to increase crystallinity for the structural characterization. A temperature of 1323 K could be used for materials with x from 0 up to x = 0.75, which had to be decreased down to 1273, 1123 and 1063 K for x = 0.8, 0.9 and 1, respectively to avoid triggering the perovskite decomposition.

Perovskite structure evolution across the system. Perovskite lattice parameters were obtained as a function of composition for the two polymorphs, and are shown in Fig. 9. Trends were consistent with previous reports on powders synthesized by high temperature solid-state reactions.63,66 Unlike most related binary systems, such as BiScO3–PbTiO3 and BiMnO3–PbTiO3 itself, the tetragonal distortion did not decrease on approaching the coexistence region, but continuously increased up to reach a value as high as 1.19 for x = 0.75. This suggests a very high spontaneous polarization, as it was confirmed by electrical measurements. Perovskite cell volume is also shown in the figure. Note the large volume difference between the tetragonal and rhombohedral phases of 3.45 Å3 within the coexistence region; to be compared with ΔV ~ 0.25 Å3 for BiMnO3–PbTiO3, which clearly indicates a discontinuous MPB.

The actual symmetry of the rhombohedral phase close to the coexistence region is currently under debate. Evidences of an intermediate phase were firstly provided by electron diffraction,62 and subsequent Rietveld analysis of XRD data claimed this phase to be monoclinic Cc, and to extend up to x = 0.9.66 This has deep implications, for it opens the possibility of not only having high field phase-change responses in the system, but also enhanced low field ones by polarization rotation.27,28

Magnetism across the system. A number of reports also addressed the evolution of magnetism across the perovskite solid solution series. Antiferromagnetic order is maintained across the whole rhombohedral and/or monoclinic fields between x = 1 and x = 0.72, with a Néel temperature that decreases from 630 K for x = 1 down to ~520 K for x = 0.72, as determined from ZFC magnetization curves.63
G-type antiferromagnetism and a Néel temperature of 592 K were obtained in an independent neutron diffraction study of a material with \( x = 0.967 \). Tetragonal compositions are also antiferromagnetic at least until \( x = 0.45 \), but with ordering temperatures below RT. Therefore, the coexisting poly-

morphs at the MPB region have well-differentiated antifer-

romagnetic order and Néel temperature, the latter being above and below RT for the rhombohedral and tetragonal phases, respectively.

Compositions claimed to be monoclinic present a second

magnetic anomaly in their ZFC curves, below the ordering temperature, which has been related to a spin reorientation transition. A significant irreversibility, that is divergence of the ZFC and FC curves has been recently described for a material with \( x = 0.675 \) at the spin reorientation transition, which strongly suggests the appearance of spin canting and weak ferromagnetism at the magnetic instability. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 10, where the spin reorientation transition at 380 K is marked with an arrow. Note the persistence of significant magnetization above this temperature, indicating the Néel temperature to be above the measuring range. This composition shows phase coexistence, so the magnetic anomaly associated with the ordering temperature of the tetragonal polymorph can also be seen below RT. A RT magnetization loop is also given in the figure, which shows a small, but measurable ferromagnetic component.

**Ferroelectricity across the system.** The ferroelectric character of the two polymorphic phases, anticipated by their crystal symmetries, was confirmed and their main parameters determined by electrical measurements, including the temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity for determining the position of the ferroelectric transition, and ferroelectric hysteresis loops in ceramics samples processed from the nanocrystalline powders.
Nevertheless, the ferroelectric transition temperatures were also determined by differential thermal analysis in the powdered samples obtained by mechanosynthesis. Distinctive endothermic reversible effects that could be directly related to the transition were found for all compositions from \( x = 0 \) to 1. A tricritical point then does not seem to exist in the binary system, and the ferroelectric transition is first order all across the solid solution series. The evolution of \( T_C \) with \( x \) is shown in Fig. 11, where a continuous increase with \( x \), along with a distinctive change of the slope within the phase coexistence region is evident.

The ferroelectric transition was further studied by measuring the temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity, after the processing of ceramics by hot pressing of the nanocrystalline powders for \( 1 \geq x \geq 0.65 \), or by spark plasma sintering of the same powder followed by a thermal treatment for \( x < 0.65 \). The latter procedure was necessary for compositions in the tetragonal field, next to the MPB because of the very high tetragonal distortion that made hot pressed samples to disintegrate during cooling. Like for BiMnO_3–PbTiO_3, conductivity was an issue, this time associated with the presence of oxygen vacancies and Fe^{2+}, so as both low temperature electron hopping between Fe^{2+} and Fe^{3+} and high temperature ionic conduction, along with a number of related dielectric relaxations contributed to the electrical response. As a consequence, a stringent control of the processing conditions was necessary to obtain materials with minimized conduction related phenomena (and also enhanced dielectric breakdown resistance), which allowed the ferroelectric parameters to be determined. Details of this sample tailoring can be found in Ref. 71.

The temperature dependence of the permittivity for six materials covering the rhombohedral/monoclinic field, the coexistence region, and a tetragonal composition with very high tetragonal distortion are given in Fig. 11 at 1 MHz. The obtained evolution of \( T_C \) with \( x \) is compared with that of powders measured by DTA in the same figure. The transition temperature for a ceramic material with \( x = 0.7 \), processed from powders synthesized by conventional solid-state reactions, and taken from an independent report is included for completeness. Note the discrepancy between the transition temperatures of powders and ceramics in the coexistence region that suggests a higher percentage of tetragonal phase in the former samples for a given composition, in agreement with XRD results. This is most probably an effect of the ceramic stress field, and nicely illustrates how close the two polymorphs are in the free energy space.

Ferroelectric hysteresis loops for the same six materials are shown in Fig. 12. As processed ceramics did not show ferroelectric switching up to breakdown fields, and a thermal treatment consisting of heating above the Curie temperature, followed by quenching was required to obtain saturated loops. This has been proposed to result in the release of the ferroelectric domain walls, initially clamped by the presence of aligned Fe^{2+}–oxygen vacancy dipolar defects. Indeed, this treatment was not efficient enough to obtain fully saturated loops for \( x = 1 \), that is BiFeO_3, because the transition temperature of 1100 K could not be exceeded in this case. Perovskite decomposition was already triggered at a temperature as low as 1063 K for the multiferroic edge member. A somehow similar problem was found for \( x = 0.6 \), whose very high transition strain characteristic of the tetragonal phase made the quenching treatment to result in microcracking. However, saturated loops were obtained all across the rhombohedral/monoclinic field, and within the coexistence region.
Fig. 12. (a) Ferroelectric hysteresis loops at 0.1 Hz of six xBiFeO$_3$-(1-x)PbTiO$_3$ ceramics with $x = 1$, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.675 and 0.6, processed from the nanocrystalline powders obtained by mechanosynthesis (from Ref. 71 but for $x = 0.7$ that is unpublished), and (b) the obtained ferroelectric parameters ($P_R$, remnant polarization, and $E_C$, coercive field) across the xBiFeO$_3$-(1-x)PbTiO$_3$ solid solution series. *From unsaturated loops.

The ferroelectric parameters across the binary system are given in the same figure. Recall that those of $x = 1$ and $x = 0.6$ correspond to unsaturated loops. Remnant polarization, $P_R$, seemed to maintain a constant value around 45 $\mu$C cm$^{-2}$ for materials with $x = 0.9, 0.8$ and 0.7 and rhombohedral or monoclinic symmetry. However, the coercive field continuously decreased from 12 kV mm$^{-1}$ for $x = 0.9$, down to 8 and 5 kV mm$^{-1}$ for $x = 0.8$ and 0.7, respectively. A fairly constant spontaneous polarization thus exists in this compositional range, which would be $\sim 90$ $\mu$C cm$^{-2}$ under the assumption that only inversion domains contribute to switching (we will see later this to be the case). The figure is very close to that reported for rhombohedral BiFeO$_3$ single crystals. However, coercive field does change, which suggests a strong modification of the domain configuration with increasing $x$. This might be a consequence of the reported rhombohedral to monoclinic transition for $x = 0.9$ that could be also responsible of the significant modification of the dielectric anomaly when $x$ was decreased from 0.9 down to 0.8 (see Fig. 11). It is worth noting that the ferroelectric transition is from an orthorhombic $Pnma$ phase to a rhombohedral $R3c$ one for $x = 1$, but from a cubic $Pm\ 3m$ phase to monoclinic $Cc$ for $x = 0.73$.  

A main result of the electrical study was the significant increase of $P_R$ when entering the phase coexistence region, up to a value as high as 63 $\mu$C cm$^{-2}$, while the coercive field remained basically unchanged. This cannot be associated with a sudden increase of the spontaneous polarization in the monoclinic component, for the previous evolution with $x$ does not indicate it. It cannot be associated with the tetragonal component either, for only incipient switching is obtained in this phase at the applied fields, as shown by the loop of the material with $x = 0.6$. A possibility might be the onset of a ferroelectric/ferroelastic contribution, but this should be accompanied by an increase of $E_C$. Besides, the RT electromechanical response of ceramics with $x = 0.675$, shown for fields up to 2 kV mm$^{-1}$ in Fig. 13, is very linear and hysteresis-free, which seems to exclude this mechanism. Therefore, this very high number can only be understood if a significant phase-change contribution to switching is assumed. Indeed, a distinctive phase-change electromechanical response was revealed when temperature was raised above 425 K, and the threshold field was decreased below the applied ones.  

The evolution of the electrical and electromechanical linear coefficients across the perovskite solid solution series was outstanding too. Permittivity and the charge piezoelectric coefficient are also given in Fig. 13. A distinctive enhancement of the $\varepsilon_{33}$ dielectric permittivity and the $d_{33}$ piezoelectric coefficient at the phase coexistence region, similar to that described at the ferroelectric instabilities of Pb(Zr, Ti)O$_3$ and a range of related perovskite solid solutions, was found. In the case of Pb(Zr, Ti)O$_3$, this enhancement is known to be the combination of two effects: (1) the presence of a lattice transverse instability at the monoclinic $Cm\ 4\ m$ boundary, and (2) an enhanced ferroelectric/ferroelastic domain wall activity within the monoclinic phase. In the case of BiFeO$_3$-PbTiO$_3$, however, no ferroelectric/ferroelastic contribution to the electromechanical response has been found up to electric fields as high as 2 kV mm$^{-1}$. Therefore, the enhancement of the piezoelectric coefficient at the MPB must only reflect the presence of lattice transverse softening and thus, the enabling of the associated polarization rotation mechanism in the multiferroic system. Indeed, the actual figure of 87 pC N$^{-1}$ for MPB BiFeO$_3$-PbTiO$_3$ favorably compares with the single crystal contribution to the coefficient of Pb(Zr, Ti)O$_3$ ceramics, reported to be 80 pC N$^{-1}$ (raised up to 245 pC N$^{-1}$ by domain wall contribution). Note that this mechanism requires the presence of the monoclinic polymorph, so these results support
The structural characterizations that indicated the presence of the $Cc$ phase.

A similar exercise can be done with permittivity. The figure for MPB BiFeO$_3$–PbTiO$_3$ of 335 is also comparable to the single crystal contribution to the permittivity of Pb(Zr, Ti)–O$_3$ ceramics, this reported to be 350 (raised up to 1200 by domain wall contributions). It is clear that inversion domains do move in BiFeO$_3$–PbTiO$_3$; there would be no ferroelectric switching otherwise, but the very high coercive fields, one order of magnitude larger to those of Pb(Zr, Ti)O$_3$, hint their very low contribution to the linear coefficient.

Analysis of multiferroism and the potential magnetoelectric response. In summary, and unlike BiMnO$_3$–PbTiO$_3$, the perovskite $x$BiFeO$_3$–(1–$x$)PbTiO$_3$ solid solution series shows multiferroic states for all compositions from $x = 1$ down to 0.45. This comprises the phase coexistence region between the monoclinic and tetragonal polymorphs that is thus a multiferroic phase boundary like targeted. A distinctive characteristic of the system is that both polymorphic phases have the electrical ordering temperatures above RT, but only the monoclinic one has the magnetic ordering temperature above RT, while the Néel temperature of the tetragonal component is below 298 K.

Besides, strong RT phase-change electrical and electromechanical responses have been found for BiFeO$_3$–PbTiO$_3$ ceramics at the MPB. This involves the partially reversible electrical field induced transformation between a canted antiferromagnet and a paramagnet and thus, a distinctive phase-change magnetoelectric response can be expected.

Moreover, the system shows transverse lattice softening at the multiferroic monoclinic–tetragonal boundary, and related enhancement of permittivity and piezoelectric coefficient by the polarization rotation mechanism. An analogous enhancement of the magnetoelectric coefficients might be expected if the ferroelectric and magnetic orderings are coupled like in BiFeO$_3$. This coupling has been suggested to exist in $x$BiFeO$_3$–(1–$x$)PbTiO$_3$ with $x = 0.73$, based on the observation of a dielectric anomaly at the antiferromagnetic transition.

5. Final Considerations and Future Trends

Here we have put together our investigations on two systems, whose phase diagrams were, in principle, liable to show multiferroic MPBs. Design concept was quite straightforward, namely to form perovskite solid solutions with one edge member of crystal symmetry other than tetragonal, which included stereochemically active Bi$^{3+}$ at the A-site and a magnetically active cation in the B-site, and tetragonal PbTiO$_3$ as the second edge member. Pb-based perovskites like Pb(Fe$_{1/2}$Nb$_{1/2}$)O$_3$ were avoided, for the low concentration of the magnetic species anticipated very low magnetic ordering temperatures.

Indeed, MPBs were found for both cases, but of very different nature. A multiferroic instability does not exist for BiMnO$_3$–PbTiO$_3$, but a MPB between a ferroelectric tetragonal $P4 mm$ polymorphic phase and a nonpolar orthorhombic $Pnma$ phase. Magnetic order sets in for the latter polymorph but at very low temperature. Besides, tetragonal phases next to the MPB transform into the orthorhombic phase on cooling. Therefore, multiferroic states do not exist across the system at any temperature.

Contrarily, a multiferroic instability unambiguously exists for BiFeO$_3$–PbTiO$_3$ that shows a MPB between ferroelectric, canted antiferromagnets of monoclinic $Cc$ and tetragonal $P4mm$ symmetries. Furthermore, electric field induced phase transformations between the two polymorphic phases, as well as lattice transverse softening at the monoclinic–tetragonal boundary have been demonstrated. A main issue of this
multiferroic instability is its antiferromagnetic nature, and the very weak ferromagnetism provided by the spin canting. Novel systems thus need to be found with a ferromagnetic character, or at least enhanced weak ferromagnetism.

A promising candidate that we are currently investigating is the BiFeO$_3$–BiMnO$_3$–PbTiO$_3$ ternary system, and specifically the line across the phase diagram that joins the morphotropic phase boundaries of the $x$BiFeO$_3$–(1–$x$)PbTiO$_3$ and $x$BiMnO$_3$–(1–$x$)PbTiO$_3$ perovskite solid solution series, located at $x = 0.7$ and $x = 0.4$, respectively. It has been proposed after an analysis of the strongly related ternary BiScO$_3$–BiFeO$_3$–PbTiO$_3$ that a Vegard-type relationship exists for the MPB compositions, so as the line that joins the MPBs of two binary BiMnO$_3$–PbTiO$_3$ and BiM’O$_3$–PbTiO$_3$ systems across the phase diagram of the corresponding BiMO$_3$–BiM’O$_3$–PbTiO$_3$ ternary is a line of MPBs.\(^{40}\) Indeed, this is the case for BiFeO$_3$–BiMnO$_3$–PbTiO$_3$, for which phase coexistence, initially between a rhombohedral R3c and tetragonal P4 mm polymorphic phases that subsequently evolves towards a coexistence between tetragonal P4 mm and orthorhombic Pnma ones, has been recently described along such a line.\(^{78}\) This is illustrated in Fig. 14.

A consistent evolution of the magnetism and ferroelectricity has also been found along the line, with distinctive features at selected compositions, such as decrease of the temperature of the spin reorientation transition, accompanied by an increase of the irreversibility and thus, an enhancement of the weak magnetism.\(^{78}\) Moreover, an unambiguous RT phase-change magnetoelectric response has been obtained for a chemically engineered composition at a monoclinic Cc tetragonal P4 mm boundary, which also shows a significant magnetoelectric linear coefficient by polarization rotation.\(^{79}\)
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